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Summary Recommendation
Based on a recommendation from the Public Art Advisory Board (PAAB), staff 
recommends that Council accept a donation of a bronze artwork to the Public Art 
Collection to be commissioned by the Martinez Family and placed at the Treasure Hill 
Trailhead in a form approved by the City Attorney. 

 The Martinez Family has agreed to fundraise and commission such donation
privately (estimated at $50,000) including signage, and allow final proof by City 
Council through a future staff communication. 

 Staff recommends that the City pay for onetime upfront site preparation 
estimated at $5,000 from the PAAB CIP funding, and take on maintenance for 
the artwork which is covered within existing PAAB operational account. 

There is an update on the Treasure Hill Trailhead Project in Council’s 9/12/19 packet. 

Background
In May 2019, the Martinez family proposed to commission a cultural heritage sculpture 
honoring their father, Rich Martinez and mining legacy (Exhibit A). The Martinez family 
includes 5 generations of miners, beginning with their great grandfather, who 
immigrated to Park City through Ellis Island from Spain. Rich Martinez was born in 1935 
in a home in Empire Canyons and lived in Park City his entire for 82 years. He 
graduated from Park City High School in 1953, worked in the mines and served others 
in the Park City community. Rich built some of the first chair lifts, created a drinking 
fountain for Main Street, built the merry-go-round for Marsac Elementary; and owned 
“The Cozy” on Main Street. Rich Martinez served on the Park City Council for 16 years 
during the 60s and 70s, a time when Park City was changing from a mining town to a 
world class ski area. He was also instrumental in organization of the annual Miners’ Day 
Mucking and Drilling completion, where he actively competed for more than 20 years. 

Ultimately, the Martinez family agreed to fundraise the entire cost of the sculpture 
estimated at $50,000. While the family originally sought a sculpture location at 
Mawhinney parking lot near the annual Mucking and Drilling, after collaborating with 
Staff, the Treasure Hill Trailhead location became the recommended location of both 
staff and the family because we believe the site is a unique location that pays honor to 
our community, past and environment. In the future, the City can choose to re-site the 
artwork. If the City Council chooses to accept the donation, staff anticipates installation 
of the sculpture in Spring/Summer 2020. 



Analysis
Staff of both Trails and Open Space and Public Art have coordinated on this request 
and are aligned in our recommendations. The Memorial and Community Project 
Donation Policy that was adopted in 2011, specifically states that it is for “non-artistic 
donations proposed in the parks, facilities, open space and trails on City Property and 
public easements”. Additionally, under Qualifying Donations, it states that artistic 
donations will not be considered, as PCMC has a specific donation policy for art which 
is reviewed by the Art Board.

Under the Public Art Policy and Resolution 17-2016, the Park City Public Art Advisory 
Board makes recommendations regarding artwork, and City Council shall have final 
authority over the decision. In cases that are specific to donations to be considered, the 
donor shall present a proposal to the PAAB, and PAAB shall accept or reject the 
donation based on the goals and objectives as set forth in the PAAB Policies. Public Art 
is part of the Community’s Top Priorities and is an important part of Arts and Culture 
that helps connect the community as well as creates a sense of place. 

The Martinez Family followed the PAAB Donation Policy including completing a written 
proposal with design and site criteria, and associated costs the donation form for 
consideration (Exhibit A). At the August 12, 2019 PAAB meeting, a unanimous 
recommendation was voted on to accept the artwork donation into the Park City Public 
Art Collection according to their donation & accession policies for the following reasons: 

 This specific donation ties directly to the PAAB’s Mission, Vision, Strategies and 
Goals, which has been approved by City Council and specifically states – That 
the PAAB’s Mission is to Enrich and connect the Park City community through 
visual art in public spaces. Additionally, the Vision of the PAAB is to inspire a 
complete community, celebrating Park City’s vibrant history, culture and 
environment. Furthermore under goals and strategies, the artwork specifically 
help to work towards Selecting Public Art that Reflects and Sense of Place – as it 
will help to create a cohesive and relevant collection that tells the story of our 
community and place, connects to Park City’s history and landscape. 

o This piece specifically provides an opportunity to honor our mining legacy 
and an individual who did much for our community, while connecting and 
providing access to the environment and a special location – Treasure Hill 
Trails and Open Space.

 PAAB’s Strategic Plan which has was approved by City Council on April 18, 
identifies Trail Connection art as a desired project, but was not prioritized due to 
higher priority projects. This donation request allows the City to accomplish this 
objective, while still balancing other projects.  

 This project supports PAAB’s goal to acquire art that aligns with the mission of 
PAAB including advocating for private and public collaborations.

Public Art staff is coordinated with the Planning Department are prepared to make 
findings that all standards to Land Management Code (LMC) 15-4-15, regarding 
Outdoor Art on Public Property are met. The art encourages promotes the visual 



interest and economic vitality of Park City’s Historic, resort-based community, promotes 
aesthetic enhancement through artistic expression, and contributes to the festive nature 
of Park City’s world class resort atmosphere, in addition to the other traditional zoning 
and building code requirements.

Alternatives for City Council to Consider
1. Recommended Alternative:
Based on the PAAB recommendation, accept the donation and the recommendation for 
it to be placed at the Treasure Hill Trailhead.

 The Martinez Family has agreed to fundraise and commission such donation 
privately (estimated at $50,000) including signage about the sculpture, and allow 
final proof by City Council through a future staff communication. 

 Staff recommends that the City pay for site preparation and maintenance for the 
artwork (estimated at $5,000 which is covered within existing PAAB budget). 

Pros
a. The donation align with City Council’s goals of providing a complete 

community that values economic diversity and arts and culture, creating 
engaged and effective government, and a thriving mountain community.

Cons
a. Acceptance of any piece of art is accompanied by an obligation to keep the 

property in good repair.  The PAAB and staff believe that this public 
expenditure is justified by the value to the community of public art. 

Consequences of Selecting This Alternative
If the donation were not accepted and approved, the artwork would not be 
commissioned and would not exist.

2. Modify or Continue the Item Alternative: The City Council may modify the request 
or continue the item for more information or discussion. City Council could accept the 
donation and defer a decision on its location, and or choose another location. If Council 
continues the item, it will postpone the project timeline.

Cons: a. This may postpone the approval of adding the artwork to the City’s collection and 
may increase cost of this project.

3. Deny Alternative: 
City Council could deny the donation request and Donation Gift Agreement and Final 
Acceptance Form for the project.

Cons: a. The artwork would not be commissioned and the artwork would not exist.

Funding Source
Funding for the site preparation comes from the PAAB’s CIP account for and is 
estimated at $5,000 and maintenance for the artwork comes from the PAAB’s 
operational account which can be covered with in existing budget.

Attachments
Exhibit A Martinez Family Donation Proposal Request


